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Abstract

While the history of machine learning so far encompasses a series of problems posed by researchers and algorithms that learn their solutions, an important question is whether the problems themselves can be generated by the algorithm at the same time as they are being solved. Such a process would in effect build its own diverse and expanding curricula, and the solutions to problems at various stages would become stepping stones towards solving even more challenging problems later in the process. The Paired Open-Ended Trailblazer (POET) algorithm introduced in this paper does just that: it pairs the generation of environmental challenges and the optimization of agents to solve those challenges. It simultaneously explores many different paths through the space of possible problems and solutions and, critically, allows these stepping-stone solutions to transfer between problems if better, catalyzing innovation. The term open-ended signifies the intriguing potential for algorithms like POET to continue to create novel and increasingly complex capabilities without bound. We test POET in a 2-D bipedal-walking obstacle-course domain in which POET can modify the types of challenges and their difficulty. At the same time, a neural network controlling a biped walker is optimized for each environment. The results show that POET produces a diverse range of sophisticated behaviors that solve a wide range of environmental challenges, many of which cannot be solved by direct optimization alone, or even through a direct, single-path curriculum-based control algorithm introduced to highlight the critical role of open-endedness in solving ambitious challenges. The ability to transfer solutions from one environment to another proves essential to unlocking the full potential of the system as a whole, demonstrating the unpredictable nature of fortuitous stepping stones. We hope that POET will inspire a new push towards open-ended discovery across many domains, where algorithms like POET can blaze a trail through their interesting possible manifestations and solutions.

1 Introduction

Machine learning algorithms are often understood as tools for solving difficult problems. Challenges like image classification and associated benchmarks like ImageNet [1] are chosen by people in the community as solvable and researchers focus on them to invent ever-more high-performing algorithms. For example, ImageNet was proposed in 2009 and modern deep neural networks such as ResNet [2] began to beat humans in 2015 [3, 4]. In reinforcement learning (RL) [5], learning to play Atari was proposed in 2013 [6] and in recent years deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms reached and surpassed human play across a wide variety of Atari games [7–12]. The ancient game of Go has been a challenge in AI for decades, and has been the subject of much recent research: AlphaGo and its
variants can now reliably beat the world’s best human professional Go players [13,15]. Each such achievement represents the pinnacle of a long march of increasing performance and sophistication aimed at solving the problem at hand.

As compelling as this narrative may be, it is not the only conceivable path forward. While the story so far relates a series of challenges that are conceived and conquered by the community algorithm by algorithm, in a more exotic alternative not yet widely discussed, the job of the algorithm could be to conceive both the challenges and the solutions at the same time. Such a process offers the novel possibility that the march of progress, guided so far by a sequence of problems conceived by humans, could lead itself forward, pushing the boundaries of performance autonomously and indefinitely. In effect, such an algorithm could continually invent new environments that pose novel problems just hard enough to challenge current capabilities, but not so hard that all gradient is lost. The environments need not arrive in a strict sequence either; they can be invented in parallel and asynchronously, in an ever-expanding tree of diverse challenges and their solutions.

We might want such an open-ended process because the chain that leads from the capabilities of machine learning today to e.g. general human-level intelligence could stretch across vast and inconceivable paths of stepping stones. There are so many directions we could go, and so many problems we could tackle, that the curriculum that leads from here to the farthest reaches of AI is beyond the scope of our present imagination. Why then should we not explore algorithms that self-generate their own such curricula? If we could develop and refine such algorithms, we might find a new approach to progress that relies less upon our own intuitions about the right stepping stones and more upon the power of automation.

In fact, the only process ever actually to achieve intelligence at the human level, natural evolution, is just such a self-contained and open-ended curriculum-generating process. Both the problems of life, such as reaching and eating the leaves of trees for nutrition, and the solutions, such as giraffes, are the products of the same open-ended process. And this process unfolds not as a single linear progression, but rather involves innumerable parallel and interacting branches radiating for more than a billion years (and is still going). Nature is also a compelling inspiration because it has avoided convergence or stagnation, and continues to produce novel artifacts for beyond those billion years. An intriguing question is whether it is possible to conceive an algorithm whose results would be worth waiting a billion years to see. Open-ended algorithms in their most grandiose realization would offer this possibility.

While a small community within the field of artificial life [16,20] has studied the prospects of open-ended computation for many years, in machine learning the prevailing assumption that algorithms should be directed (e.g. towards the performance objective) has pervaded the development of algorithms and their evaluation for many years. Yet this explicitly directed paradigm has begun to soften in recent years. Researchers have begun to recognize that modern learning algorithms’ hunger for data presents a long-term problem: the data available for progress diminishes as the appropriate tasks for leveling up AI competencies increase in complexity. This recognition is reflected in systems based on self-play (which is related to coevolution [27,29]), such as competitive two-player RL competitions [14,30] wherein the task is a function of the competition, which is itself changing over time. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [31], in which networks interact as adversaries, similarly harness a flavor of self-play and coevolution [32] to generate both challenges and solutions to those challenges.

The ultimate implication of this shift towards less explicitly-directed processes is to tackle the full grand challenge of open-endedness: Can we ignite a process that on its own unboundedly produces increasingly diverse and complex challenges at the same time as solving them? And, assuming computation is sufficient, can it last (in principle) forever?

The paired open-ended trailblazer (POET) algorithm introduced in this paper aims to confront open-endedness directly, by evolving a set of diverse and increasingly complex environmental challenges at the same time as collectively optimizing their solutions. A key opportunity afforded by this approach is to attempt transfers among different environments. That is, the solution to one environment might be a stepping stone to a new level of performance in another, which reflects our uncertainty about the stepping stones that trace the ideal curriculum to any given skill. By radiating many paths of increasing challenge simultaneously, a vast array of potential stepping stones emerges from which progress in any direction might originate. POET owes its inspiration to recent algorithms such as minimal criterion coevolution (MCC) [25], which shows that environments and solutions can
effectively co-evolve, novelty search with local competition \[33\], MAP-Elites \[34, 35\], Innovation Engines \[36\], which exploit the opportunity to transfer high-quality solutions from one objective among many to another, and the combinatorial multi-objective evolutionary algorithm (CMOEA), which extends the Innovation Engine to combinatorial tasks \[37, 38\]. POET in effect combines the ideas from all of these approaches to yield a new kind of open-ended algorithm that optimizes, complexifies, and diversifies as long as the environment space and available computation will allow.

In this initial introduction of POET, it is evaluated in a simple 2-D bipedal walking obstacle-course domain in which the form of the terrain is evolvable, from a simple flat surface to heterogeneous environments of gaps, stumps and rough terrain. The results establish that (1) solutions found by POET for challenging environments cannot be found directly on those same environmental challenges by optimizing on them only from scratch; (2) neither can they be found through a curriculum-based process aimed at gradually building up to the same challenges POET invented and solved; (3) periodic transfer attempts of solutions from some environments to others–also known as “goal switching” \[36\]–is important for POET’s success; (4) a diversity of challenging environments are both invented and solved in the same single run. While the 2-D domain in this paper offers an initial hint at the potential of the approach for achieving open-ended discovery in a single run, it will be exciting to observe its application to more ambitious problem spaces in the future.

The paper begins with background on precedent for open-endedness and POET, turning next to the main algorithmic approach. It finally introduces the 2-D obstacle-course domain and presents both qualitative and quantitative results.

2 Background

This section first reviews several approaches that inform the idea behind POET of tracking and storing stepping stones, which is common in evolutionary approaches to behavioral diversity. It then considers a recently proposed open-ended coevolutionary framework based on the concept of minimal criteria and, lastly, evolution strategies (ES) \[39\], which serves as the optimization engine behind POET in this paper (though in principle other reinforcement learning algorithms could be substituted in the future).

2.1 Behavioral Diversity and Stepping Stones

A common problem of many stochastic optimization and search algorithms is becoming trapped on local optima, which prevents the search process from leaving sub-optimal points and reaching better ones. In the context of an open-ended search, becoming trapped is possible in more than one way: In one type of failure, the domains or problems evolving over the course of search could stop increasing their complexity and thereby stop becoming increasingly interesting. Alternatively, the simultaneously-optimizing solutions could be stuck at sub-optimal levels and fail to solve challenges that are solvable. Either scenario can cause the search to stagnate, undermining its open-endedness.

Population-based algorithms going back to novelty search \[40\] that encourage behavioral (as opposed to genetic) diversity \[33–35, 41\] have proven less susceptible to local optima, and thus naturally align more closely with the idea of open-endedness as they focus on divergence instead of convergence. These algorithms are based on the observation that the path to a more desirable or innovative solution often involves a series of waypoints, or stepping stones, that may not increasingly resemble the final solution, and are not known ahead of time. Therefore, divergent algorithms reward and preserve diverse behaviors to facilitate the preservation of potential stepping stones, which could pave the way to both a solution to a particular problem of interest and to genuinely open-ended search.

In the canonical example of novelty search (NS) \[40\], individuals are selected purely based on how different their behaviors are compared to an archive of individuals from previous generations. In NS, the individuals in the archive determine the novelty of a solution, reflecting the assumption that genuinely novel discoveries are often stepping stones to further novel discoveries. Sometimes, a chain of novel stepping stones even reaches a solution to a problem, even though it was never an explicit objective of the search. NS was first shown effective in learning to navigate deceptive mazes and biped locomotion problems \[40\].

Other algorithms are designed to generate, retain, and utilize stepping stones more explicitly. To retain as much diversity as possible, quality diversity (QD) algorithms \[33, 35, 41\] keep track of
many different niches of solutions that are (unlike pure NS) being optimized simultaneously and in
effect try to discover stepping stones by periodically testing the performance of offspring from one
niche in other niches, a process referred to as goal switching [36].

Based on this idea, an approach called the Innovation Engine [36] is able to evolve a wide range
of images in a single run that are recognized with high-confidence as different image classes by
a high-performing deep neural network trained on ImageNet [42]. In this domain, the Innovation
Engine maintains separate niches for images of each class, including the image that performed the
best in that class (i.e. produced the highest activation value according to the trained deep neural
network classifier). It then generates variants (perturbations/offspring) of a current niche champion
and not only checks whether such offspring are higher-performing in that niche (class), but also
checks whether they are higher-performing in any other niche. Interestingly, the evolutionary path
to performing well in a particular class often passes through other (oftentimes seemingly unrelated)
classes that ultimately serve as stepping stones to recognizable objects. In fact, it is necessary for
the search to pass through these intermediate, seemingly unrelated stages to ultimately satisfy other
classes later in the run [36]. More recently, to evolve multimodal robot behaviors, the Combinatorial
Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (CMOEA) [37, 38] builds on the Innovation Engine, but
defines its niches based on different combinations of subtasks. This idea helps it to solve both a
multimodal robotics problem with six subtasks as well as a maze navigation problem with a hundred
subtasks, highlighting the advantage of maintaining a diversity of pathways and stepping stones
through the search space when a metric for rewarding the most promising path is not known. POET
will similarly harness goal-switching within divergent search.

While the general ideas of promoting diversity and preserving stepping stones grew up initially within
the field of evolutionary computation, they are nevertheless generic and applicable in fields such as
deep reinforcement learning (RL). For example, a recent work utilizes diversity maximization to
acquire complex skills with minimal supervision, which improves learning efficiency when there is
no reward function. The results then become the foundation for imitation learning and hierarchical
RL [43]. To address the problem of reward sparsity, Savinov et al. [44] extend the archive-based
mechanism from NS that determines novelty in behaviors to determine novelty in the observation
space and then to formulate the novelty bonus as an auxiliary reward. Most recently, the Go-
Explore algorithm by Ecoffet et al. [12] represents a new twist on QD algorithms and is designed to
handle extremely sparse and/or deceptive “hard exploration” problems in RL. It produced dramatic
improvements over the previous state of the art on the notoriously challenging hard-exploration
domains of Montezuma’s Revenge and Pitfall. Go-Explore maintains an archive of interestingly
different stepping stones (e.g. states of a game) that have been reached so far and how to reach them.
It then returns to and explores from these stepping stones to find new stepping stones, and repeats the
process until a sufficiently high-quality solution is found.

2.2 Open-Ended Search via Minimal Criterion Coevolution (MCC)

Despite the recent progress of diversity-promoting algorithms such as NS and QD, they remain
far from matching a genuinely open-ended search in the spirit of nature. One challenge in such
algorithms is that although they provide pressure for ongoing divergence in the solution space, the
environment itself remains static, limiting the scope of what can be found in the long run. In this spirit,
one fundamental force for driving open-endedness could come from coevolution [29], which means
that different individuals in a population interact with each other while they are evolving. Such multi-
agent interactions have recently proven important and beneficial for systems with coevolutionary-like
dynamics such as generative adversarial networks (GANs) [31], self-play learning in board games
[14], and competitions between reinforcement-learning robots [80]. Because the environment in
such systems now contains other changing agents, the challenges are no longer static and evolve in
entanglement with the solutions.

However, in most, if not all, coevolutionary systems, the abiotic (non-opponent-based) aspect of the
environment remains fixed. No amount of co-evolution with a fixed task (e.g. pushing the other enemy
off a pedestal, or beating them at Go) will produce general artificial intelligence that can write poetry,
engage in philosophy, and invent math. Thus an important insight is that environments themselves
(including ultimately the reward function) must also change to drive truly open-ended dynamics.
Following this principle, an important predecessor to the POET algorithm in this paper is the recent
minimal criterion coevolution (MCC) algorithm [25], which explores an alternative paradigm for
open-endedness through coevolution. In particular, it implements a novel coevolutionary framework that pairs a population of evolving problems (i.e. environmental challenges) with a co-evolving population of solutions. That enables new problems to evolve from existing ones and for new kinds of solutions to branch from existing solutions. As problems and solutions proliferate and diverge in this ongoing coupled interaction, the potential for open-endedness arises.

Unlike conventional coevolutionary algorithms that are usually divided between competitive coevolution, where individuals are rewarded according to their performance against other individuals in a competition [27], and cooperative coevolution, where instead fitness is a measure of how well an individual performs in a cooperative team with other evolving individuals [28], MCC introduce a new kind of coevolution that evolves two interlocking populations whose members earn the right to reproduce by satisfying a minimal criterion [23, 24, 55] with respect to the other population, as both populations are gradually shifting simultaneously. For example, in an example in Brant and Stanley [23] with mazes (the problems) and maze solvers (the solutions, represented by neural networks), the minimal criterion for the solvers is that they must solve at least one of the mazes in the maze population, and the minimal criterion for the mazes is to be solved by at least one solver.

The result is that the mazes increase in complexity and the neural networks continually evolve to solve them. In a single run without any behavior characterization or archive (which are usually needed in QD algorithms), MCC can continually generate novel, diverse and increasingly complex mazes and maze solvers as new mazes provide new opportunities for innovation to the maze solvers (and vice versa), hinting at open-endedness. However, in MCC there is no force for optimization within each environment (or maze in the example experiment). That is, once a maze is solved there is no pressure to improve its solution; instead, it simply becomes a potential stepping stone to a solution to another maze. As a result, while niches and solutions proliferate, there is no pressure for mastery within each niche, so we do not see the best that is possible. Additionally, in MCC problems have to be solvable by the current population, so complexity can only arise through drift. As an example, imagine an environmental challenge \( E' \) that is similar to a currently solved problem \( E \), but a bit harder such that none of the current agents in the population can solve it. Further imagine that if we took some of the current agents (e.g. the agent that solves \( E \)) and optimized them to solve \( E' \), at least one agent could learn to solve \( E' \) in a reasonable amount of time. MCC would still reject and delete \( E' \) if it was generated because none of the current population solves it right away. In contrast, in POET, we accept problems if (according to some heuristics) they seem likely to be improved upon and/or solved after some amount of dedicated optimization effort (so POET will likely keep \( E' \)), enabling a more direct and likely swifter path to increasingly complex, yet solvable challenges.

2.3 Evolution Strategies (ES)

In the POET implementation in this paper, ES plays the role of the optimizer (although other optimization algorithms should also work). Inspired by natural evolution, ES [46] represents a broad class of population-based optimization algorithms. The method referred to here and subsequently as “ES” is a version of ES popularized by Salimans et al. [39] that was recently applied with large-scale deep learning architectures to modern RL benchmark problems. This version of ES draws inspiration from Section 6 of Williams [47] (i.e. REINFORCE with multiparameter distributions), as well as from subsequent population-based optimization methods including Natural Evolution Strategies (NES) [48] and Parameter-Exploring Policy Gradients (PEPG) [49]. More recent investigations have revealed the relationship of ES to finite difference gradient approximation [50] and stochastic gradient descent [51].

In the typical context of RL, we have an environment, denoted as \( E(\cdot) \), and an agent under a parameterized policy whose parameter vector is denoted as \( w \). The agent tries to maximize its reward, denoted as \( E(w) \), as it interacts with the environment. In ES, \( E(w) \) represents the stochastic reward experienced over a full episode of an agent interacting with the environment. Instead of directly optimizing \( w \) to maximize \( E(w) \), ES seeks to maximize the expected fitness over a population of \( w \):

\[
J(\theta) = \mathbb{E}_{w \sim p_0(w)}[E(w)],
\]

where \( w \) is sampled from a probability distribution \( p_0(w) \) parameterized by \( \theta \). Using the log-likelihood trick [47] and estimating the expectation above over \( n \) samples allows us to write the gradient of \( J(\theta) \) with respect to \( \theta \) as:

\[
\nabla_\theta J(\theta) \approx \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} E(\theta_i) \nabla_\theta \log p_0(\theta_i).
\]

Intuitively, this equation says that for every sample agent \( \theta_i \), the higher the performance of that agent \( E(\theta_i) \), the more we should move \( \theta \) in the direction of the gradient that increases the likelihood
of sampling that agent, which is \( \nabla \theta \log p_\theta (\theta_i) \). Following the convention in Salimans et al. \[39\], \( \theta_i, \ i = 1, \ldots, n \) are \( n \) samples of parameter vectors drawn from an isotropic multivariate Gaussian with mean \( \theta \) and a covariance \( \sigma^2 \), namely, \( \mathcal{N}(\theta, \sigma^2 I) \). (The covariance can be fixed or adjusted over time depending on the implementation.) Note that \( \theta_i \) can be equivalently obtained by applying additive Gaussian noise \( \epsilon_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I) \) to a given parameter vector \( \theta \) as \( \theta_i = \theta + \sigma \epsilon_i \). With that notation, the above estimation of the gradient of \( J(\theta) \) with respect to \( \theta \) can be written as:

\[
\nabla_\theta J(\theta) \approx \frac{1}{n\sigma} \sum_{i=1}^{n} E(\theta + \sigma \epsilon_i) \epsilon_i.
\]

Algorithm 1 illustrates the calculation of one optimization step of ES, which can efficiently be parallelized over distributed workers \[39\]. Once calculated, the returned optimization step is added to the current parameter vector to obtain the next parameter vector. Note that implementations of ES including our own usually follow the approach of Salimans et al. \[39\] and rank-normalize \( E(\theta + \sigma \epsilon_i) \) before taking the weighted sum, which is a variance reduction technique. Overall, ES has exhibited performance on par with some of the traditional, simple gradient-based RL algorithms on difficult RL domains (e.g. DQN \[7\] and A3C \[52\]), including Atari environments and simulated robot locomotion \[39\] \[53\]. More recently, NS and QD algorithms have been shown possible to hybridize with ES to further improve its performance on sparse or deceptive deep RL tasks, while retaining scalability \[53\], providing inspiration for its novel hybridization within an CMOEA- and MCC-like algorithm in this paper.

Algorithm 1 ES_STEP

1: **Input:** an agent denoted by its policy parameter vector \( \theta \), an environment \( E(\cdot) \), learning rate \( \alpha \), noise standard deviation \( \sigma \)
2: Sample \( \epsilon_1, \epsilon_2, \ldots, \epsilon_n \sim \mathcal{N}(0, I) \)
3: Compute \( E_i = E(\theta + \sigma \epsilon_i) \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \)
4: **Return:** \( \alpha \frac{1}{n\sigma} \sum_{i=1}^{n} E_i \epsilon_i \)

3 The Paired Open-Ended Trailblazer (POET) Algorithm

POET is designed to facilitate an open-ended process of discovery within a single run. It maintains a population of environments (for example, various obstacle courses) and a population of agents (for example, neural networks that control a robot to solve those courses), and each environment is paired with an agent to form an environment-agent pair. POET in effect implements an ongoing divergent coevolutionary interaction among all its agents and environments in the spirit of MCC \[25\], but with the added goal of explicitly optimizing the behavior of each agent within its paired environment in the spirit of CMOEA \[37\] \[38\]. It also elaborates on the minimal criterion in MCC by aiming to maintain only those newly-generated environments that are not too hard and not too easy for the current population of agents. The result is a *trailblazer* algorithm, one that continually forges new paths to both increasing challenges and skills within a single run. The new challenges are embodied by the new environments that are continually created, and the increasing skills are embodied by the neural network controllers attempting to solve each environment. Existing skills are harnessed both by optimizing agents paired with environments and by attempting to transfer current agent behaviors to new environments to identify promising stepping stones.

The fundamental algorithm of POET is simple: The idea is to maintain a list of active environment-agent pairs \( EA\_List \) that begins with a single starting pair \( (E^{init}(\cdot), \theta^{init}) \), where \( E^{init} \) is a simple environment (e.g. an obstacle course of entirely flat ground) and \( \theta^{init} \) is a randomly initialized weight vector (e.g. for a neural network). POET then has three main tasks that it performs at each iteration of its main loop:

1. generating new environments \( E(\cdot) \) from those currently active,
2. optimizing paired agents within their respective environments, and
3. attempting to transfer current agents \( \theta \) from one environment to another.

Generating new environments is how POET continues to produce new challenges. To generate a new environment, POET simply mutates (i.e. randomly perturbs) the encoding (i.e. the parameter vector)
of an active environment. However, while it is easy to generate perturbations of existing environments, the delicate part is to ensure both that (1) the paired agents in the originating (parent) environments have exhibited sufficient progress to suggest that reproducing their respective environments would not be a waste of effort, and (2) when new environments are generated, they are not added to the current population of environments unless they are neither too hard nor too easy for the current population. Furthermore, priority is given to those candidate environments that are most novel, which produces a force for diversification that encourages many different kinds of problems to be solved in a single run.

These checks together ensure that the curriculum that emerges from adding new environments is smooth and calibrated to the learning agents. In this way, when new environments do make it into the active population, they are genuinely stepping stones for continued progress and divergence. The population of active environments is capped at a maximum size, and when the size of the population exceeds that threshold, the oldest environments are removed to make room (as in a queue). That way, environments do not disappear until absolutely necessary, giving their paired agents time to optimize and allowing skills learned in them to transfer to other environments.

POET optimizes its paired agents at each iteration of the main loop. The idea is that every agent in POET should be continually improving within its paired environment. In the experiments in this paper, each such iteration is a step of ES, but any reinforcement learning algorithm could conceivably apply. The objective in the optimization step is simply to maximize whatever performance measure applies to the environment (e.g. to walk as far as possible through an obstacle course). The fact that each agent-environment pair is being optimized independently affords easy parallelization, wherein all the optimization steps can in principle be executed at the same time.

Finally, attempting transfer is the ingredient that facilitates serendipitous cross-pollination: it is always possible that progress in one environment could end up helping in another. For example, if the paired agent $\theta^A$ in environment $E^A(\cdot)$ is stuck in a local optimum, one remedy could be a transfer from the paired agent $\theta^B$ in environment $E^B(\cdot)$. If the skills learned in the latter environment apply, it could revolutionize the behavior in the former, reflecting the fact that the most promising stepping stone to the best possible outcome may not be the current top performer in that environment \[34, 36, 54\]. Therefore, POET continually attempts transfers among the active environments. These transfer attempts are also easily parallelized because they too can be attempted independently.

More formally, Algorithm 2 describes this complete main loop of POET. Each component is shown in pseudocode: creating new environments, optimizing each agent, and attempting transfers. The specific implementation details for the subroutines MUTATE_ENVS (where the new environments are created) and EVALUATE_CANDIDATES (where transfers are attempted) are given in Supplemental Information.

As noted above, the independence of many of the operations in POET, such as optimizing individual agents within their paired environments and attempting transfers, makes it feasible to harness the power of many processors in parallel. In the implementation of the experiment reported here, each run harnessed 256 parallel CPU Cores. Our software implementation of POET, which will be released as open source code shortly, allows seamless parallelization over any number of cores: workers are managed through Ipyparallel to automatically distribute all current tasks so that requests for specific operations and learning steps can be made without concern for how they will be distributed.

Provided that a space of possible environmental challenges can be encoded, the hope is that the POET algorithm can then start simply and push outward in parallel along an increasingly challenging frontier of challenges, some of which benefit from the solutions to others. The next section describes a platform designed to test this capability.

4 Experiment Setup And Results

An effective test of POET should address the hypothesis that it can yield an increasingly challenging set of environments, many with a satisfying solution, all in a single run. Furthermore, we hope to see evidence for the benefit of cross-environment transfers. The experimental domain in this work is a modified version of the “Bipedal Walker Hardcore” environment of the OpenAI Gym \[55\]. Its simplicity as a 2-D walking domain with various kinds of possible terrain makes it easy to observe and understand qualitatively different ambulation strategies simply by viewing them. Furthermore, the environments are easily modified, enabling numerous diverse obstacle courses to emerge to showcase
Algorithm 2: POET Main Loop

1: **Input:** initial environment $E^\text{init}()$, its paired agent denoted by policy parameter vector $\theta^\text{init}$, learning rate $\alpha$, noise standard deviation $\sigma$, iterations $T$, mutation interval $N^\text{mutate}$, transfer interval $N^\text{transfer}$

2: **Initialize:** Set EA_list empty

3: Add $(E^\text{init}(), \theta^\text{init})$ to EA_list

4: for $t = 0$ to $T - 1$ do

5: if $t > 0$ and $t \mod N^\text{mutate} = 0$ then

6: EA_list = MUTATE_ENVS(EA_list)  # new environments created by mutation

7: end if

8: $M = \text{len}(\text{EA_list})$

9: for $m = 1$ to $M$ do

10: $\theta^m_{t+1} = \theta^m_t + \text{ES_STEP}(\theta^m_t, E^m(\cdot), \alpha, \sigma)$  # each agent independently optimized

11: end for

12: for $m = 1$ to $M$ do

13: if $M > 1$ and $t \mod N^\text{transfer} = 0$ then

14: $\theta^{\text{top}} = \text{EVALUATE_CANDIDATES}(\theta_1^{t+1}, \ldots, \theta_{m-1}^{t+1}, \theta_m^{t+1}, \ldots, \theta_M^{t+1}, E^m(\cdot), \alpha, \sigma)$

15: if $E^m(\theta^{\text{top}}) > E^m(\theta^m_{t+1})$ then

16: $\theta^m_{t+1} = \theta^{\text{top}}$  # transfer attempts

17: end if

18: end if

19: end if

20: EA_list[m] = $(E^m(\cdot), \theta^m_{t+1})$

21: end for

22: end for

---

Figure 1: **A landscape from the Bipedal Walker environment.** Possible obstacles include stumps, gaps, stairs, and surfaces with different amounts of roughness.

...the possibilities for adaptive specialization and generalization. Finally, it is relatively fast to simulate, allowing many long experiments compared to the more complex environments where we expect this algorithm to shine in the future.

### 4.1 Environment and Experiment Setup

The agent’s hull is supported by two legs (the agent appears on the left edge of figure[1]). The hips and knees of each leg are controlled by two motor joints, creating an action space of four dimensions. The agent has ten LIDAR rangefinders for perceiving obstacles and terrain, whose measurements are included in the state space. Another 14 state variables include hull angle, hull angular velocity, horizontal and vertical speeds, positions of joints and joint angular velocities, and whether legs touch the ground [55].

Guided by its sense of the outside world through LIDAR and its internal sensors, the agent is required to navigate, within a time limit and without falling over, across an environment of a generated terrain that consists of one or more types of obstacles. These can include stumps, gaps, and stairs on a surface with a variable degree of roughness, as illustrated in Figure[1]. As described in the following equation, reward is given for moving forward, with almost no constraints on agents’ behaviors other than that they are encouraged to keep their hulls straight and minimize motor torque. If the agent
falls, the reward is $-100$.

$$\text{Reward per step} = \begin{cases} -100, & \text{if robot falls} \\ 130 \times \Delta x - 5 \times \Delta \text{hull angle} - 0.0035 \times \text{applied torque}, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

The episode immediately terminates when the time limit (2,000 time steps) is reached, when the agent falls, or when it completes the course. In this work, we define an environment as solved when it both reaches the far end of the environment and obtains a score of 230 or above. Based on our observations, the score of 230 ensures that the walker is reasonably efficient.

Following the architecture of controllers for the same domain by Ha [56], all controllers in the experiments are implemented as neural networks with 3 fully-connected layers with tanh activation functions. The controller has 24 inputs and 4 outputs, all bounded between -1 and 1, with 2 hidden layers of 40 units each. Each ES step (Algorithm 1) has a population size of 512 (i.e. the number of parameters sampled to create the weighted-average for one gradient step is 512) and and updates weights through the Adam optimizer [57]. The learning rate is initially set to 0.01, and decays to 0.001 with a decay factor of 0.9999 per step. The noise standard deviation for ES is initially set to 0.1, and decays to 0.01 with a decay factor of 0.9999 per step. When any environment-agent pair accepts a transfer or when a child environment-agent pair is first created, we reset the state of its Adam optimizer, and set the learning rate and noise standard deviation to their initial values, respectively.

4.2 Environment Encoding and Mutation

Intuitively, the system should begin with a single flat and featureless environment whose paired policy can be optimized easily (to walk on flat ground). From there, new environments will continue to be generated from their predecessors, while their paired policies are simultaneously optimized. The hope is that a wide variety of control strategies and skill sets will allow the completion of an ever-expanding set of increasingly complex obstacle courses, all in a single run.

To enable such a progression, we adopt a simple encoding to represent the search space of possible environments. As enumerated in Table 1, there are five types of obstacles that can be distributed throughout the environment: (1) stump height, (2) gap width, (3) step height, (4) step number (i.e. number of stairs), and (5) surface roughness. Three of these obstacles, e.g. stump height, are encoded as a pair of parameters (or genes) that form an interval from which the actual value for each instance of that type of obstacle in a given environment is uniformly sampled. As will be described below, in some experiments, some obstacle types are intentionally omitted, allowing us to restrict the experiment to certain types of obstacles. When selected to mutate for the first time, obstacle parameters are initialized to the corresponding initial values shown in Table 1. For subsequent mutations, an obstacle parameter takes a mutation step (whose magnitude is given in Table 1), and either adds or subtracts the step value from its current value. Note that for surface roughness, both the initial value and every subsequent mutation step are sampled uniformly from (0, 0.6) because the impact of roughness on the agent was found to be significant sometimes even from very small differences. The value of any given parameter cannot exceed its maximum value.

Because the parameters of an environment define a distribution, the actual environment sampled from that distribution is the result of a random seed. This seed value is stored with each environment so that environments can be be reproduced precisely, ensuring repeatability. (The population of many environments and the mutation of environments over time still means that training overall does not occur on only one deterministic environment.) With this encoding, all possible environments can be uniquely defined by the values for each obstacle type in addition to the seed that is kept with the environment.

Any environments that satisfy the reproduction eligibility condition in Line 7 of Algorithm 3 (which is given in Supplemental Information) are allowed to mutate to generate a child environment. In our experiments, this condition is that the paired agent of the environment achieves a reward of 200 or above, which generally indicates that the agent is capable of reaching the end of the terrain (though slightly below the full success criterion of 230). To construct child_list in Line 15 in Algorithm 3, the set of eligible parents is sampled uniformly to choose a parent, which is then mutated to form a child that is added to the list. This process is repeated until child_list reaches max_children, which is 512 in our experiments. Each child is generated from its parent by independently picking and mutating some or all the available parameters of the parent environment and then choosing a new random seed. The minimal criterion (MC) $50 \leq E_{\text{child}}(\theta^{\text{child}}) \leq 300$ then filters out child
An interesting aspect of open-ended algorithms is that statistical comparisons can be challenging. Even with a single obstacle type, the challenges generated by POET are too difficult for ES on its own. That property is what motivates an analysis of the differences in performance.

Figure 4 illustrates the dramatic failure of ES to match the success threshold for POET of 230. The maximum scores out of the five ES runs for the environments illustrated in Figure 3a and 3b are 24.0 and 19.2, respectively, far below the success threshold of 230 that POET exceeds in each case. In effect, to obtain positive scores, these agents learn to move forward, but also to freeze before challenging obstacles, which helps them avoid the penalty of −100 for falling. This behavior is a local optimum: the agents could in principle learn to overcome the obstacles, but instead converge on playing it safe by not moving. Note that ES had previously been shown to be a competent approach on the original Bipedal Walker Hardcore environment in OpenAI Gym, which, as illustrated later in Table 2, consists of similar, but much less difficult obstacles. The implication is that the challenges generated and solved by POET are significantly harder and ES alone is unable to solve them.

For example, in Figure 2a, the sequence in the top row illustrates the agent choosing to stop to avoid jumping over a dangerously wide gap: it slowly sticks one of its feet out to reach the bottom of the first wide gap and then maintains its balance without any further movement until the time limit of the episode is reached. Videos of this and other agents from this paper can be found at eng.uber.com/poet-open-ended-deep-learning. In contrast, POET not only creates such challenging environments, but also in this case learns a clever behavior to overcome wide gaps and reach the finish line (second row of Figure 2a).

Figure 3 illustrates two more interesting examples of challenging environments and the highly adapted capabilities of their paired agents. In the first, the agent navigates a very steep staircase of oversized steps, which ES alone cannot solve. In the second, an experiment in heterogeneous environments (with both gaps and stumps available) yields a single obstacle course of varying gap widths and stump heights where the POET agent succeeds and ES fails. The maximum scores out of the five ES runs for the environments illustrated in Figure 3a and 3b are 24.0 and 19.2, respectively, again far below the success threshold for POET of 230. Figure 4 illustrates the dramatic failure of ES to match the performance of POET in these relatively simple environments that POET generated and solved.

An interesting aspect of open-ended algorithms is that statistical comparisons can be challenging because such algorithms are not trying to perform well on a specific preconceived target, and thus some amount of post-hoc analysis is often necessary. That property is what motivates an analysis of the differences in performance.

### Table 1: Environmental Parameters (Genes) for the Bipedal Walker Problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacle Type</th>
<th>Stump Height</th>
<th>Gap Width</th>
<th>Step Height</th>
<th>Step Number</th>
<th>Roughness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Value</td>
<td>(0.0, 0.4)</td>
<td>(0.0, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.0, 0.4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>UNIFORM(0, 0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation Step</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>UNIFORM(0, 0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Value</td>
<td>(5.0, 5.0)</td>
<td>(10.0, 10.0)</td>
<td>(5.0, 5.0)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3 Results

An important motivating hypothesis for POET is that the stepping stones that lead to solutions to very challenging environments are more likely to be found through a divergent, open-ended process than through a direct attempt to optimize in the challenging environment. Indeed, if we take a particular environment evolved in POET and attempt to run ES (the same optimization algorithm used in POET) on that specific environment from scratch, the result is often premature convergence to degenerate behavior. The first set of experiments focus on this phenomenon by running POET with only one obstacle type enabled (e.g. gaps in one case, roughness in another, and stumps in another). That way, we can see that even with a single obstacle type, the challenges generated by POET (which POET solves) are too much for ES on its own.
Figure 2: **POET creates challenging environments and corresponding solutions that cannot be obtained by optimizing randomly initialized agents by ES.** As illustrated in the top row of (a) and the left panels of (b) and (c), agents directly optimized by ES converge on degenerate behaviors that give up early in the course. In contrast, POET not only creates these challenging environments, but also learns agents that overcome the obstacles to navigate effectively, as shown in the bottom row of (a) and right panels of (b) and (c).

Figure 3: **Agents exhibit specialized skills in challenging environments created by POET.** These include the agent navigating (a) very large steps and (b) a rough walking course with mixed gaps of small and large widths, and stumps of various heights.
Figure 4: **ES on its own cannot reproduce results achieved by POET.** Each column compares a box plot representing five ES runs to the performance achieved by POET in the single-obstacle-type problems (except for the last column) generated by POET. Recall that a score of 230 (the dotted line) is the threshold for success. Though they are hard to see in these plots because of the narrow ES distributions, the red lines are medians, which are surrounded by a box from the first quartile to the third, which are further surrounded by lines touching the minimum and maximum. As the plot illustrates, ES on its own definitively fails in every case to come close to the challenges set and solved by POET.

Figure 4: **ES on its own cannot reproduce results achieved by POET.** Each column compares a box plot representing five ES runs to the performance achieved by POET in the single-obstacle-type problems (except for the last column) generated by POET. Recall that a score of 230 (the dotted line) is the threshold for success. Though they are hard to see in these plots because of the narrow ES distributions, the red lines are medians, which are surrounded by a box from the first quartile to the third, which are further surrounded by lines touching the minimum and maximum. As the plot illustrates, ES on its own definitively fails in every case to come close to the challenges set and solved by POET.

One interpretation of POET’s ability to create agents that can solve challenging problems is that it is in effect an automatic curriculum builder. Building a proper curriculum is critical for learning to master tasks that are challenging to learn from scratch due to a lack of informative gradient. However, building an effective curriculum given a target task is itself often a major challenge. Because newer environments in POET are created through mutations of older environments and because POET only accepts new environments that are not too easy not too hard for current agents, POET implicitly builds a curriculum for learning each environment it creates. The overall effect is that it is building many overlapping curricula simultaneously, and continually checking whether skills learned in one branch might transfer to another.

A natural question then is whether the environments created and solved by POET can also be solved by an explicit, direct, single-path curriculum-building algorithm. Here, the explicit curriculum-building algorithm is referred to as the **single-path curriculum control** algorithm. To test this approach, we first collect a sample of environments generated and solved by POET, and then apply the single-path curriculum control to each one separately to see if it can reach the same capabilities on its own. In this control, the agent is progressively trained on a sequence of environments of increasing difficulty that move towards the target environment. This kind of incremental curriculum is intuitive and variants of it appear in the literature when a task is too hard to learn directly [59, 63]. The sequence
of environments start with an environment of only flat ground without any obstacles (which is easy enough for any randomly initialized agent to quickly learn to complete). Then each of the subsequent environments are constructed by slightly modifying the current environment. More specifically, to get a new environment, each obstacle parameter of the current environment has an equal chance of staying the same value or increasing by the corresponding mutation step value in Table 1 until that obstacle parameter reaches that of the target environment.

In this single-path curriculum control, the agent moves from its current environment to the next one when the agent’s score in the current environment reaches the reproduction eligibility threshold for POET, i.e. the same condition for when an environment reproduces in POET. The control algorithm optimizes the agent with ES (just as in POET). It stops when the target environment is reached and solved, or when a computational budget is exhausted. To be fair, each run of the control algorithm is given the same computational budget (measured in total number of ES steps) spent by POET to solve the environment, which includes all the ES steps taken in the entire sequence of environments along the direct line of ancestors (taking into account transfers) leading to the target. This experiment is interesting because if the single-path curriculum control cannot reach the same level as the targets, it means that a single-path curriculum alone is not sufficient to produce the behaviors discovered by POET, supporting the importance of multiple simultaneous paths and transfers between them.

The single-path curriculum control is tested against a set of environments generated and solved by POET that encompass a range of difficulties. For these experiments, the environments have three obstacle types enabled: gaps, roughness, and stumps. Unlike when comparing to ES alone, here we allow POET to generate environments with multiple obstacles at the same time because the curriculum-based approach should in principle be more powerful than ES alone. To provide a principled framework for choosing the set of generated environments to analyze, they are classified into three difficulty levels. The difficulty level of an environment is based on how many conditions it satisfies out of the three listed in Table 2. In particular, a challenging environment satisfies one of the three conditions; a very challenging environment satisfies two of the three; and satisfying all three makes an environment extremely challenging. It is important to note that these conditions all merit the word “challenging” because they all are much more demanding than the corresponding values used in the original Hardcore version of Bipedal Walker in OpenAI Gym [64] (denoted as reference in Table 2), which was also used by Ha [56]. More specifically, they are 1.2, 2.0, and 4.5 times the corresponding reference values from the original OpenAI Gym environment, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Value in Range of</th>
<th>Top Value in Range of</th>
<th>Roughness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stump Height</td>
<td>Gap Width</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This Work</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 2.4</td>
<td>≥ 6.0</td>
<td>≥ 4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Difficulty level criteria. The difficulty level of an environment is based on how many conditions it satisfies out of the three listed here. The reference in the second row shows the corresponding top-of-range values used in the original Hardcore version of Bipedal Walker in OpenAI Gym [64]. The difficulty of the environments produced and solved by POET are much higher than the reference values.

In this experiment, each of three runs of POET takes up to 25,200 POET iterations with a population size of 20 active environments, while the number of sample points for each ES step is 512. These runs each take about 10 days to complete on 256 CPU cores. The mean (with 95% confidence intervals) POET iterations spent on solving challenging, very challenging, and extremely challenging environments starting from the iteration when they were first created are $638 \pm 133$, $1,180 \pm 343$, and $2,178 \pm 368$, respectively. Here, one POET iteration refers to creating new environments, optimizing current paired agents, and attempting transfers (i.e. lines 4-22 in Algorithm 2). The more challenging environments clearly take more effort to solve.

Figure 5 compares the POET environments and the single-path curriculum control algorithm through a series of rose plots, wherein each rose plot compares the configuration of an environment solved by POET (red pentagons) with the closest that the single-path curriculum control could come to that configuration (blue pentagons). For each red pentagon there are five such blue pentagons, each representing one of five separate attempts by the control to achieve the red pentagon target. The five vertices of each pentagon indicate roughness, the lower and upper bounds of the range of the
Figure 5: **POET versus single-path curriculum controls.** Each rose plot depicts one environment that POET created and solved (red pentagon). For each, the five blue pentagons indicate what happens in control runs when the red pentagon is the target. Each blue pentagon is the closest-to-target environment solved by one of the five independent runs of the control algorithm. The five vertices of each pentagon indicate roughness (Roughness), the bottom and top values of the range of the gap width of all the gaps (Gap_lower and Gap_upper), and the bottom and top values for the height of stumps (Stump_lower and Stump_upper) in the given solved environment. The value after MAX in the key is the maximum value at the outermost circle for each type of obstacle. Each column contains sample solved environments from a single independent run of POET.
gap width, and those of the stump height, respectively. Each column in figure 5 consists of six representative samples (the red pentagons) of environments that a single run of POET up to 25,200 iterations created and solved. As the rows descend from top to bottom, the difficulty level decreases. In particular, the top two rows are extremely challenging targets, the next two are very challenging, and the bottom two are challenging (all are randomly sampled from targets generated and solved at each difficulty level in each run). Qualitatively, it is clear from figure 5 that attempts by the single-path curriculum control consistently fail to reach the same level as POET-generated (and solved) levels.

To more precisely quantify these results, we define the normalized distance between any two environments, $E_A$ and $E_B$ as \( \frac{1}{\beta} \| \frac{e(E_A) - e(E_B)}{e(E_{Max})} \|_2 \), where $e(E)$ is the genetic encoding vector of $E$, and $E_{Max}$ is a hypothetical environment (for normalization purpose) with all genetic encoding values are maxed out. (The maximum values are roughness = 8, Gap_lower = Gap_upper = 8, Stump_lower = Stump_upper = 3.) The constant $\beta = \sqrt{5}$ is simply for normalization so that the distance is normalized to 1 when $E_A = E_{Max}$ and $E_B$ is a purely flat environment (roughness zero) without any obstacles, which therefore contains an all-zero genetic encoding vector. Based on this distance measure, we can calculate the median values and confidence intervals of distances between target environments (created and solved by POET) and the corresponding closest-to-target environments that the control algorithms can solve. These values are calculated for all the environments of different challenge levels across all three runs shown in figure 5.

The results, summarized in figure 5, demonstrate that POET creates and solves environments that the control algorithm fails to solve at very and extremely challenging difficulty levels, while the curriculum-based control algorithm can often (though not always) solve environments at the lowest challenge level. One implication of these results is that the single-path curriculum control is valid in the sense that it does perform reasonably well at solving minimally challenging scenarios. However, the very and extremely challenging environments that POET invents reach significantly beyond what the single-path curriculum can match. There are a couple ways to characterize this significance level more formally. These analyses are based on the distance between the closest environment reached by the control and the POET-generated target. First, we can examine whether that distance is significantly greater the higher the challenge level. Indeed, Mann-Whitney U tests show that the difference between such distances between challenging and very challenging environments is indeed very significant ($p < 0.01$), as is the difference between such distances between very challenging and extremely challenging. This test gives a quantitative confirmation of the intuition (also supported by figure 6) that these challenge levels are indeed meaningful, and the higher they go, the more out of reach they become for the control. Second, a single-sample t-test (which was previously used when comparing POET to the ES-alone control) can also here provide confidence that the distances from the targets are indeed far in an absolute sense: indeed, even at the lowest challenge level (and for all challenge levels), the one-sample t-test measures high significance ($p < 0.01$) between the distribution of distances from the target and the target level.

In aggregate, the results from the single-path curriculum control help to show quantitatively the advantage of POET over conventional curriculum-building. In effect, the ability to follow multiple chains of environments in the same run and transfer skills among them pushes the frontier of skills farther than a single-chain curriculum can push, hinting at the limitations of preconceived curricula in general. Thus, while POET cannot guarantee reaching a particular preconceived target, these results suggest that in some environment spaces POET’s unique ability to generate multiple different challenges and solve them may actually still provide a more promising path towards solving some preconceived target challenges (i.e. offering a powerful alternative to more conventional optimization), putting aside the additional interesting benefits of an algorithm that invents, explores, and solves new types of challenges automatically.

A fundamental problem of a pre-conceived single-path curriculum (like the control algorithm above) is the potential lack of necessary stepping stones. In particular, skills learned in one environment can be useful and critical for learning in another environment. Because there is no way to predict where and when stepping stones emerge, the need arises to conduct transfer experiments (which POET implements) from differing environments or problems [40]. In conventional curriculum-building algorithms, the “transfer” only happens once, i.e. at the time when the new environment is created, and is unidirectional, i.e. from the agent paired with the parent environment (parent agent) to the child environment with the hope that the parent agent helps jump-start learning in the child environment.
Figure 6: Distances between targets and results of single-path curriculum control runs. Here, levels challenging, very challenging, and extremely challenging correspond to the bottom two, middle two and top two rows of red pentagons in Figure 5, respectively. The red lines are medians, which are surrounded by a box from the first quartile to the third, which are further surrounded by lines touching the minimum and maximum. These results highlight how difficult it becomes for the single-path curriculum control to match challenges invented and solved by POET as the challenge level increases.

In contrast, POET maintains parallel paths of environment evolution and conducts transfer experiments periodically that give every active agent multiple chances to transfer its learned skills to others, including the transfer of a child agent back to its parent environment, which continually creates and preserves opportunities to harness unanticipated stepping stones. Figure 7 presents an interesting example from POET where such transfers help a parent environment acquire a better solution: The parent environment includes only flat ground and the parent agent learns to move forward without fully standing up (top left), which works in this simple environment, but represents a local optimum in walking behavior because standing would be better. At iteration 400, the parent environment mutates and generates a child environment with small stumps, and the child agent inherits the walking gait from the parent agent.

At first, it can move forward in the new stumpy environment, but it often stumbles because of its crouching posture (top right). Later, through several hundred further iterations of ES, the child agent eventually learns to stand up and jump over the stumps. The interesting moment is iteration 1,175, when that skill is transferred back to the parent environment (middle row). For the first time, the parent environment (which is completely flat) now contains an agent who stands up while walking. Without the backward transfer, the agent in the simple flat environment would be stuck at its original gait (which is in effect a local optimum) forever, which was confirmed by separately turning off transfer and running the kneeling (local optimum) agent in the original (parent) environment for 3,000 iterations, which did not result in any substantive change. Interestingly, after transfer back to the parent environment, the transferred agent then continued to optimize the standing gait to the parent (stump-free) environment and eventually obtained a much better walking gait that moves faster and costs less energy due to less friction (bottom row). More specifically, given 3,000 iterations, the agent with the original kneeling walking gait reaches a score of 309, while the one with the more optimal walking gait illustrated in figure 7b reaches a score of 349.

To give a more holistic view of the success of transfer throughout the entire system, we count the number of replacement attempts during the course of a run, which means the number of times an
Figure 7: **Synergistic two-way transfer between parent and child environments.** At iteration 400, a transfer from parent environment yields a child agent now learning in a stumpy environment, shown in the top row of (a). The child agent eventually learns to stand up and jump over the stumps, and at iteration 1,175 that skill is transferred back to the parent environment, depicted in the bottom row of (a). This transfer from the child environment back to the parent helps the parent agent learn a more optimal walking gait compared to its original one. Given the same amount of computation, the agent with the original walking gaits reaches a score of 309, while the one with the more optimal walking gait as illustrated in (b) reaches a score of 349.

Finally, one of the primary hypothesized benefits of POET is its ability to produce a broad diversity of different problems with functional solutions in a single run. The environments (depicted as red pentagons) shown in each column of Figure 5 are created and solved in a single run of POET. Each such column exhibits diversity in the values and/or value ranges in roughness, gap width of gaps, and height of stumps. Take the environments in the middle column (labelled “RUN 2”) for example. In figure 8 each image of a section of an environment from top to bottom corresponds to the same row of rose plot for RUN 2 in Figure 5. For instance, the topmost environment has narrow ranges and high values in gap width and stump height, and high value in roughness; in stark contrast the plot at the bottom depicts a less challenging environment with a wide range of stump heights, but low gap width and roughness. This diversity of environments also implies diverse experiences for the agents paired with them, who in turn thereby learn diverse walking gaits. This diversity then supplies the
stepping stones that fuel the mutual transfer mechanism of POET. For a more objective statement of POET’s ability to cover much of the possibility space through its diversity, all three POET runs created and solved sufficiently diverse environments to cover all three challenge levels.

5 Discussion, Future Work, and Conclusion

The promise of open-ended computation is fascinating for its potential to enable systems that become more powerful and interesting the longer they run. There is always the possibility that the feats we observe in the system today will be overshadowed by the achievements of tomorrow. In these unfolding odysseys there is an echo of the natural world. More than just the story of a single intelligent lifetime, they evoke the history of invention, or of natural evolution over the eons of Earth. These are processes that produce not just a single positive result, but an ongoing cacophony of surprises – unplanned advances rolling ahead in parallel without any final destination.

POET is an attempt to move further down the road towards these kinds of systems. While the road remains long, the rewards for machine learning of beginning to capture the character of open-ended processes is potentially high. First, as the results show, there is the opportunity to discover capabilities that could not be learned in any other way, even through a carefully crafted curriculum targeted at the desired result. In addition, a diversity of such results can be generated in a single run, and the problems and solutions can both increase in complexity over time. Furthermore, the implicit result is
that POET is self-generating multiple curricula simultaneously, all while leveraging the results of some as stepping stones to progress in others.

The experiment in this article in 2-D walking establishes the potential of POET, but POET becomes more interesting the more unbounded its problem space becomes. The present problem space is a 2-D course of obstacles that can be generated within distributions defined by the genome describing the environment. This space is limited by the maximal ranges of those distributions. For example, there is a maximum possible gap width and stump height, which means that the system in effect can eventually “max out” the difficulty. While sufficiently broad to demonstrate POET’s functionality, in the future much more flexible or even unbounded encodings can enable POET to traverse a far richer problem space. For example, an indirect encoding like a compositional pattern-producing network (CPPN) \cite{65} can generate arbitrarily complex patterns that can be e.g. converted into levels or obstacle courses. Such an encoding would allow POET to diverge across a much richer landscape of possibilities.

An additional constraint that exists in this initial work is that the body of the agent is fixed, ultimately limiting the sort of obstacles it can overcome (e.g. how big of a gap it can jump over). Here too a more powerful and expressive encoding of morphologies, including those like CPPNs that are based on developmental biology, could allow us to co-evolve the morphology and body of the agent along with its brain in addition to the environment it is solving. Previous research has shown that using such indirect encodings to evolve morphologies can improve performance and create a wide diversity of interesting solutions \cite{66}. Even within the 2-D Bipedal Walker domain from this paper, research has shown that allowing the morphology to be optimized can improve performance and provide a diversity of interesting solutions \cite{56}.

Furthermore, the CPPN indirect encoding can also encode the neural network controllers in an algorithm called HyperNEAT \cite{67}. Work evolving robot controllers with HyperNEAT has shown it can produce neural networks with regular geometric patterns in neural connectivity that exploit regularities in the environment to produce regular behaviors that look natural and improve performance \cite{68,69,69,70}. POET allows us to create the interesting combination of using an indirect encoding like a CPPN to encode the environment, the body of the agent, and the neural network controller of that agent, allowing each of the three to benefit from and exploit the regularities being produced by the others.

While ES is the base optimization algorithm in this paper for training solvers for various tasks under POET, including the main transfer mechanism, POET can be instantiated with any RL or optimization algorithm. Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) \cite{71}, Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) \cite{72}, genetic algorithms, other variants of ES, and many other such algorithms are all viable alternatives. This plug-and-play aspect of the overall framework presents an intriguing set of future opportunities to hybridize the divergent search across environments with the most appropriate inner-loop learning algorithms, opening up the investigation of open-endedness itself to diverse research communities.

POET could also substantially drive progress in the field of meta-learning, wherein neural networks are exposed to many different problems and get better over time at learning how to solve new challenges (i.e. they learn to learn). Meta-learning requires access to a distribution of different tasks, and that traditionally requires a human to specify this task distribution, which is costly and may not be the right or best distribution on which to learn to learn. Gupta et al. \cite{73} note both that the performance of meta-learning algorithms critically depends on the distribution of tasks they meta-train on, and that automatically producing an effective distribution of tasks for meta-learning algorithms would represent a substantial advance. That work took an important initial step in that direction by automatically creating different reward functions within one fixed environment \cite{73}. POET takes the important further step of creating entirely new environments (or challenges, more abstractly). While the version of POET in this initial work does not also also create a unique reward function for each environment, doing so is a natural extension that we leave for future work. One possibility is that the reward function could be encoded in addition to the rest of the environment and optimized similarly in parallel.

Another promising avenue for exploration in POET is its interaction with generalization versus specialization. Interestingly, the environments in POET themselves can foster generalization by including multiple challenges in the same sequence. However, alternate versions of POET are also conceivable that take a more explicit approach to optimizing for generality; for example,
compound environments could be created whose scores are the aggregate of scores in their constituent environments (borrowing a further aspect of the CMOEA algorithm [37, 38]).

Finally, it is exciting to consider for the future the rich potential for surprise in all the possible domains where POET might be applied. For example, 3-D parkour was explored by Heess et al. [74] in environments created by humans, but POET could invent its own creative parkour challenges and their solutions. The soft robots evolved by Cheney et al. [66] would also be fascinating to combine with ever-unfolding new obstacle courses. POET also offers practical opportunities in domains like autonomous driving, where through generating increasingly challenging and diverse scenarios it could uncover important edge cases and policies to solve them. Perhaps more exotic opportunities could be conceived, such as protein folding for specific biological challenges invented by the system, or searching for new kinds of chemical processes that solve unique problems. The scope is broad for imagination and creativity in the application of POET.
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6 Supplemental Information

The first section in this supplement details the procedure in POET for generating and choosing new environments, which is followed by an explanation of how POET attempts to transfers agents from one environment to another.

6.1 Producing New Environments

New environments are produced by copying the current environments and making random changes to them (in the language of evolutionary algorithms, the environments reproduce through mutation). Algorithm 3 formalizes the single mutation step, given a list of environment-agent pairs. The primary logic in this process is: (1) Each environment evaluates its paired agent. When the reward obtained by the agent satisfies a predefined reproduction eligibility condition for the environment (denoted as ELIGIBLE_TO_REPRODUCE()), the environment is added to the list of parent environments. (2) Once the list of eligible parents is complete, mutations of the parent environments return a list of child environments (through the function ENV_REPRODUCE()). Each child environment’s paired agent is initialized as a clone of its parent environment’s paired agent. (3) Each child environment $E_{\text{child}}$, together with its paired agent $\theta_{\text{child}}$, is checked against a predefined minimal criterion (reminiscent of the minimal criterion in the MCC algorithm [25]) and only those satisfying the minimal criterion are kept (denoted as MC_SATISFIED()), ensuring that potential new environments are not too trivial and not too hard (which would lead to little progress). (4) All remaining child environments are then ranked based on their novelty (detailed shortly), which is calculated with respect to the current active population of environments and an archive of all previously active environments (i.e. those that were allowed to enter the population previously). (5) A transfer attempt is then performed to see whether an agent from a different environment could lead to the best performance in a new child environment. The logic of transfer is described in the next section (Section 6.2). Each pair is then checked against the minimal criterion again in case some pairs no longer satisfy the minimal criterion after the transfer (e.g. if an environment is exposed as too easy).

To limit the usage of computational resources, (6) POET caps the number of child environments that can be created during one iteration of POET’s main loop. The number of new environments that can be admitted is max_admitted and the maximum number of active environments at any time is capacity. If adding new environments exceeds the system’s capacity, the oldest environments and their paired agents in the system are removed to make room (also as in the MCC algorithm).

The encoding of an environment in POET is its underlying description in the system, such as a vector of numbers that specify the distribution of obstacles in an obstacle course. As mentioned in step (4) above, POET calculates the novelty of the child environments. This novelty calculation is based on the encoding. Child environments are ranked based on their novelty. For readers familiar with the novelty search algorithm [25], it is important to note here that the encoding of an environment is in effect a genetic representation, which means that in POET in effect novelty is a genetic diversity measure. That way, POET does not in principle require a behavior characterization (BC) [25] to be devised for environments, though doing so is also not precluded.

Measuring novelty introduces an explicit pressure for diversity among the environments by encouraging newly admitted environments to have notably different encodings than those previously admitted. Given an environment $E$ with an encoding denoted as $e(E)$, and a list $L$ containing the encodings of all the environments currently in the population plus those previously admitted but no longer active (which are stored in an archive), the novelty of $E$, denoted as $N(E, L)$, is then computed by selecting the k-nearset neighbors of $e(E)$ from $L$ and computing the average distance between them:

$$N(e(E), L) = \frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{j \in S} ||e(E) - e(E_j)||_2$$

$$S = \text{kNN}(e(E), L)$$

$$= \{e(E_1), e(E_2), ..., e(E_k)\}$$

Note that in this work the distance between genetic encodings of environments is calculated with an $L2$-norm and the number of nearest neighbors $k$ in the calculation of novelty is 5.
Algorithm 3 MUTATE_ENVS

1: Input: list of environment(E)-agent(A) pairs EA_list, each entry is a pair $(E(\cdot), \theta)$
2: Parameters: maximum number of children per reproduction max_children, maximum number of
children admitted per reproduction max_admitted, maximum number of active environments
capacity
3: Initialize: Set parent_list to empty
4: $M = \text{len}(EA_{\text{list}})$
5: for $m = 1$ to $M$ do
6:   $E^m(\cdot), \theta^m = \text{EA_{list}}[m]$
7:   if ELIGIBLE_TO_REPRODUCE$(E^m(\cdot), \theta^m)$ then
8:      add $(E^m(\cdot), \theta^m)$ to parent_list
9: end if
10: end for
11: child_list = ENV_REPRODUCE(parent_list, max_children)
12: child_list = MC_SATISFIED(child_list)
13: child_list = RANK_BY_NOVELTY(child_list)
14: admitted = 0
15: for $E^\text{child}(\cdot), \theta^\text{child} \in \text{child_list}$ do
16:   $\theta^\text{child} = \text{EVALUATE_CANDIDATES}(\theta^1, \theta^2, \ldots, \theta^M, E^\text{child}(\cdot), \alpha, \sigma))$
17:   if MC_SATISFIED$(E^\text{child}(\cdot), \theta^\text{child})$ then
18:      add $(E^\text{child}(\cdot), \theta^\text{child})$ to EA_list
19:      admitted = admitted + 1
20:   break end if
21: end if
22: end for
23: $M = \text{len}(EA_{\text{list}})$
24: if $M > \text{capacity}$ then
25: num_removals = $M - \text{capacity}$
26: REMOVE_OLDEST(EA_list.num_removals)
27: end if
28: Return: EA_list

6.2 ES-Based Transfer

POET adopts a transfer mechanism that allows one agent (the emigrant) to attempt to transfer its
learned capabilities to a target environment, possibly replacing the current target environment’s agent.
This transfer mechanism reflects the idea that skills gained when interacting with one environment
might serve as a stepping stone to improved performance when interacting with another environment.
We do not know at any given time which environment’s mastery might boost another’s, but we
can always perform experiments to see whether such a transfer might improve performance in the
target environment. As results support, the richness of simultaneous transfer attempts in a divergent
coevolving system can lead to a succession of breakthroughs that would not be possible through a
simple monotonic succession of improvements on a single environment.

Algorithm 4 illustrates the function EVALUATE_CANDIDATES() that facilitates this transfer process. Given a list of $M$ input candidate agents, denoted as $\theta^1, \theta^2, \ldots, \theta^M$, and a target environment $E(\cdot)$, this function first concatenates the list with proposals, which are calculated by optimizing each of $\theta^1, \theta^2, \ldots, \theta^M$ in $E(\cdot)$ with one ES step. Then each agent in the augmented list (the original $M$ agents and each of their $M$ proposals) is evaluated in $E(\cdot)$ and the one with the highest reward is returned. As illustrated in Algorithm 2, the agent returned from this function will replace the agent currently paired with $E(\cdot)$ if the former performs better than the latter in $E(\cdot)$. We refer to the replacement as transfer, and there are two types: the situation when the replacing agent is from the input candidate list (i.e. without an optimization step on $E(\cdot)$) is referred to as a direct transfer, while if the replacing agent is one of the proposals, it is called a proposal transfer.
Algorithm 4 EVALUATE_CANDIDATES

1: **Input:** candidate agents denoted by their policy parameter vectors $\theta^1, \theta^2, \ldots, \theta^M$, target environment $E(\cdot)$, learning rate $\alpha$, noise standard deviation $\sigma$
2: **Initialize:** Set list $C$ empty
3: for $m = 1$ to $M$ do
4:   Add $\theta^m$ to $C$
5:   Add ($\theta^m + \text{ES\_STEP}(\theta^m, E(\cdot), \alpha, \sigma)$) to $C$
6: end for
7: **Return:** $\arg\max_{\theta \in C} E(\theta)$